
 



There are two ways to hang 
the Ribbons yourself:


1~ Use a template of 
plastic sheeting like I do 
here to get exact placement 
of the art on the wall~ and 
where to put in the nails.


2~ Guess about placement! 
(The method used by my 
main Art gallery that repped 
me for years.)   Best for 3 
people ~2 sets of hands, 
and one to stand back and 
check.


Template method:

Note in the photo I have 
just hung the upper art 
using the template~ and am 
pulling it away from 
underneath.  Art gets 
installed OVER the 
template and then it is 
pulled or cut away.

Templates are EASY to 
create yourself using plastic 
sheeting. 

1. Just put the sheeting 
down on a clean floor, and 
lay the art over the top— 
arranging till you get what 
you want.   Mark the outline 
of the art with a sharpie.  
Mark on the sheeting where 
there are drilled holes in the 
back of the art for nail 
placement.

2. Put the plastic up on the 
wall with painter’s tape and 
check position. 

3. Hang the top nails first.

Put drywall nails in so top 
and bottom nails are 
opposing.  Give a bit of 
tension on the Ribbons so 
they are snugly 
“springloaded” on the wall.

Voila!   Instant Art.   Enjoy.


Here is a photo of the artist ~Nancy C Henderson~quickly and easily hanging the display of 3 sets of Ribbons at 
the Adore Gallery in late November 2022.  These Ribbons are like LEGOs for the wall— you can change the 
configuration to fit your space!  Each of these Ribbons are individually mounted using just 2 drywall nails.

If you like the exact configuration of any of the sets displayed at ADORE, I have a template available for you to use. 
(Or you can use the 2 choices above.)  Another option is for me to come to your home and help you install.  This is 
a complementary service, and may be your best choice if you are looking for a larger configuration, as I can bring 
more matching ribbons.  (2 story works which I cannot hang myself do require a fee.)

Please see my site: Nancy CHenderson.com > MORE> ADORE for additional hanging instructions.  Be creative!

The ADORE guide to installing smaller Ribbons yourself…  from NancyCHenderson.com
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